ANOTHER FANTASTIC YEAR OF GCE A LEVEL RESULTS AT
THE STANFORD & CORRINGHAM 6TH FORM CENTRE
2014 is the
second year in
a row in which
100% of
students who
sat Advanced
Levels
achieved a
pass.
The Average
Points Score
per A' Level
Entry, which is
the national
marker for the improving quality of grades achieved
by students, also rose to 212 points. A record 87%
of students achieved 2 or more A' Level passes.
So many success stories …
Stephen Mann (Ex St Cleres) 4A*s and 1B); Laura
Skilling (Ex Gable Hall) 3A*s and 1A); Hannah
Power (Ex Gable Hall) 5As); David Childs (Ex
Gable Hall) 1A*, 4As); Emma Smith (Ex Gable
Hall) 2As and 3Bs); Chloe McAllister (Ex Gable
Hall) 1A*, 2As, 1B) and Solomon Lugmayer (Ex
Gable Hall) 3As and 1 B), amongst several
other jubilant students from Gable Hall School,
St Clere’s School and Hassenbrook Academy
the three schools which make up this rapidly
improving Sixth Form College.

universities (Cambridge, Durham, Leeds, Kings
College, Leeds and Kings College respectively).
Emily Peck (Ex Hassenbrook) was amongst our
highest achieving vocational student with 1
Distinction*, 1 Distinction and 1 B at A’ Level and is
progressing to employment.

All bar one of these young people have happily
accepted places at their first choice

www.tscst.co.uk/Sixth-Form

Production of Macbeth
On Friday 19th September, the A2
Drama and Theatre studies students
went to see Brett Bailey’s interpretation
of Verdi’s “Macbeth”.
The production had a very modern twist
and portrayed Macbeth as a militia
leader in the politically unstable
Democratic Republic of the Congo.
Bailey’s interpretation saw the opera
brought into modern day with the use
of mobile phones, slang text messages
and disco balls, making for an interesting watch.
What made the production more poignant was the fact that all of the performers were all
decommissioned child soldiers or refugees that had fled the Democratic Republic of the
Congo during the war.

As part of the Year 12s coursework, we went to see ‘The Curious Incident of the Dog in the
Night Time’ at London’s West End on Friday 7th November. The show was about a teenager
with Asperger’s Syndrome and was very moving, informative and a joy to experience.
The design elements were highly imaginative, with minimal props and the set was like a
giant computer screen, which filled the floor, walls and ceiling.
There were physical theatre elements, which was not surprising as the show was rehearsed
alongside Frantic Assembly, in partnership with the National Theatre.
The students were buzzing afterwards and I am positive that they will have plenty to reflect
and write about following seeing this wonderful show.

U19 Netball Team

A big congratulations to the Sixth Form U19 Netball Team who beat King John 16-7 in their
first Essex Cup Match on Friday 17th October 2014.
The team included; - Isobelle Adams, Courtney Downey, Lillie Hopkins, Chiara Martin, Grace
Pettican, Ruby-Mae Radcliffe, Abbie Stonehouse and Hannah Wyatt.

Berlin 2014
In the space of a crammed and energetic four
days in Berlin, the AS history class saw the
truthful reality behind their text book. In no
other location could you be so intrigued yet
shocked at the same time.
The weekend included witnessing sights of
celebration, such as the Olympic stadium. In
addition to areas of trauma, namely the
concentration camp ‘Sachsenhausen’.
The contrast of Berlin didn’t end there, the
divide between East and West, highlighted by
the Berlin wall, was still heavily noticeable.
As we discovered different parts of the city it
became apparent that Berlin was the product of
many years of ruin and repair. Despite this fact
being focused on by the text book, it required the
first-hand experience, for many of us to truly
understand why the historical events of ‘World
War 2’ must never be repeated. Yet the weekend
caused no doubt that this was even possible.
The opportunity to watch the World Cup final in
Germany’s capital publicised the nation’s unity
and patriotism, this experience is one that never
shall be forgotten. Despite the early starts, long
days and strange food the weekend was highly enjoyable. The daily downpour made sure we
didn’t get home sick too.
Everybody most definitely learned something new on the trip, the facts were unbelievable in
many cases. It also became clear that a text book only portrays a fraction of the reality, it is for
this reason we were so lucky to experience Berlin first hand.
All in all it was a thoroughly enjoyable experience, one that enlightened us greatly and brought a
year’s hard work to life.

Lake Michigan Admirals

On Wednesday 5th November a professional American basketball team, Lake Michigan Admirals,
visited Gable Hall School and the Sixth Form in aid of raising money for the Karis Darling Foundation.
As soon as they arrived there was a buzz around the school, this was mainly due to the fact that the
Lake Michigan Admirals boasts the tallest professional basketball player known as ‘Big Bob’ who
measures a staggering 7ft 6 inches, wears size 24 shoes and from standing can put the ball into the
hoop!
Throughout the day they did a number of workshops and coaching sessions with students. At lunch
time the team showed off their skills to a packed audience and also lead the Basketball training for
the Sixth Form students after school.
The Admirals were fantastic and a pleasure to have at Gable Hall School and the Sixth Form.

‘Simply the Breast’ – Simply t

Thurrock’s regional Breast cancer
Raising money for Breast Cancer
Please download our charity s ing
Year 13 student Ruby-Mae Radcliffe is Chairman of the Thurrock Regional Breast Cancer Charity
lives.
Campaign Group and released a Charity Single ‘Simplysaves
the Breast’
on Monday 20th October which

‘Simply the Breast’

was available to downloaded from ITunes and
Amazon.

Available on iTunes/amazon 2

A huge congratulations to everyone who took
part in the charity single, they had brilliant
feedbackwww.facebook.com/thurrockB
on both Amazon and ITunes.
"All of us have been affected by breast cancer
@thurrockbcc
either directly
or indirectly and we want to
help Campaign to achieve its goal overcoming
breast cancer in our lifetime. Whilst we have a
lot of fun there is a serious side to why we do
it”. We are passionate about helping campaign
to invest in research that saves lives.”.

Use the hashtags: #simplyth

Shakespeare Schools’
Festival
Eleven students including
Harry Browse, year 12 and
Tiffany Jeffery, year 13 took
part in the Shakespeare
Schools’ Festival at the
Thameside
Theatre
on
Tuesday 4th November.
They performed a 30 minute
production of “Taming of
the Shrew” and were excellent.
The cast had rehearsed since
September as an extra-curricular
club and managed to learn it all in
just 6 hours!
The festival organisers praised our
students on their characterisation,
understanding of the text and their
professionalism, both on and off the
stage. A massive well done to each
and every one of them!

Maths Challenge
Well done to the Mathematics students who took part in the UKMT Maths Challenge on
Thursday 6th November.
The Senior Challenge is aimed at all 16
-19 year olds studying Mathematics.
The challenge involves answering 25
multiple choice questions in 90
minutes and is sat in school under
normal exam conditions.
Tim Marley in year 13 is among the
top 2,000 students in the country who
have got through the next round!

Royal Observatory
AS Physics Trip to Royal Observatory,
Greenwich on 3rd July 2014
Some of the famous astronomers who worked
at Greenwich:
John Flamsteed (1646-1719) – Born in
England. He catalogued over 3000 stars. He
also accurately calculated the solar eclipses of
1666 and 1668. Recorded the first known
sightings of Uranus, but mistook it for a star.
Flamsteed proposed a theory of comets, which
Isaac Newton, after originally disagreeing with
him, later agreed with.

William Herschel (1738-1822) – Was a Hanoverian-born Britain. He discovered Uranus
and two of its major moons, as well as two moons on Saturn. He built his own reflecting
telescopes (over 400 during his career), and focused on double stars. It was whilst observing
these double stars that he came across Uranus. His most impressive telescope was a reflecting
telescope with a 49.5 inch diameter primary mirror, and a 40 foot focal length.
Edmond Halley (1656-1742) – an English astronomer, geophysicist, mathematician,
meteorologist and physicist. Was the second Astronomer Royal in Britain, succeeding Flamsteed. He is best known for computing the orbit of Halley’s Comet. Later appointed Savillion
Professor of Geometry at Oxford.

Telescopes
The primary telescope at Greenwich observatory is The Great Equatorial telescope; it was
completed in 1893 and was retired in the 1960’s after being used to research double star
systems. It is now used as an educational programme aid when observing the night sky. The
telescope tube is over 28 feet long and is round at each end but rectangular in the middle.
This is because the mount was built for a much smaller telescope, so the middle section of the
tube had to be reduced in size in order to fit.

Context
Before the days of GPS and accurate maps, your location had to be determined by measuring
the difference in time between where you were in the world and the time in Greenwich; every
hour difference represented around 15° of longitude. Greenwich was the centre for
astronomical research for around 300 years, until after the Second World War where it was
relocated to Herstmonceux Castle in Sussex due to light pollution in London. At Greenwich
there is a reproduction of Harrison’s H1 clock; his H4 clock won the original longitude Prize to
find a way to measure longitude accurately. When H4 was sent Jamaica to test its accuracy, it
found the location of Jamaica to less than 1 mile accuracy.

Meteorite
In the Astronomy centre there was a meteorite that was 4.5 billon years old.

Planetarium
At 12:45 we entered the planetarium, which had the most comfortable seats, for a tour of the
universe. It started with the Earth and our view of the stars. Then we took an imaginary trip
through the solar system, our Milky way galaxy and out into the universe.

By Tim Marley, Darryl Rayment and Hannah Wyatt

Applications for 2015
The Sixth Form is currently taking applications for September
2015, we have already had a number of applications and the
deadline to hand in your application is Friday 19th December
2014.
Please be reminded that applications forms are not accepted
unless all fields are completed. If forms are incomplete, they
will be returned.
Students must check the entry grades for each subject in our Prospectus and also read the
Learning Agreement on our website before they apply to the Sixth Form.
Once we receive your application, you will receive an email confirming the application has
reached us. You will later receive an email with a Subject Discussion Meeting date and time,
which will take place at your home school.
This will give you the opportunity to discuss your subject choices with the Director, Miss
Weston and ask any questions you may have.
If you are offered a Conditional Offer place, you will receive a signed letter and a copy will be
emailed to the email addresses on the application form.

The Sixth Form are very fortunate to be part of the Jack Petchey Achievement Award
Scheme in our own right. Students were asked to nominate 2 winners for the first awards,
and they were:



Ruby-Mae Radcliffe - Year 13
Tiffany Jeffrey - Year 13

Both students are members of our Senior Student Executive Council and were instrumental
in organising a bake sale to raise money for Breast Cancer. Ruby-Mae is also a Chairman of
the Thurrock Regional Breast Cancer Charity Campaign Group and they recently released a
single – ‘Simply the Breast’ to raise money for the charity.
Ruby-Mae has chosen to put her reward towards buying a netball kit for our Sixth Form
team and Tiffany is putting hers towards black out curtains for the Drama department.

